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HAPPY

NEW YEAR
Shivering cold and a blanket fold
Friends & Family around, nice dinner and music sound
Christmas jingles and those generous mingles
lights and decorations surround as santa’s gonna be around Drinks
on the rocks and lots of talks
Talks about resolution in the air Everyone’s ready for the
next gear..
Outings for New year’s night The time when crackers lit the sky
bright Music on the go, tensions to their low
Somewhere it’s sunny and somewhere its snow So, on this New
Year’s Eve, let’s dance and pull up sleeves
Let’s welcome a new phase and say Goodbye what went like a blaze
May you get here after good health and laughter Strength and
wealth for the year throughout
Let’s gather and make a shout wrapping up the year with smile and
cheers
I wish you all a Merry Christmas and HAPPY NEW YEAR

-Gurupratap Singh

<THE TECH TRIO>

-Fatema Sadriwala

“The more that you read, the more things you’ll know. The more that you learn, the more places
you’ll go” Dr Seuss; with that being said let us take a moment to ponder upon all the new skills we
have pursued in the last few years. With around 200,000 MBA degrees awarded each year only in
US, we are up against a lot of competition. So the main question lies, what is it that sets us apart
and would take us places? Hence, we always need addition of substantial values to our existing
selves in order to grow and manifest our talents.
In an effort to promote and help students inculcate such skills we at Brock University’s Graduate
Business Council are always arranging training sessions. The most recent sessions held were for
Python Language training, Text Mining and Warehouse Management System. For those of you
wondering what these are, python is a widely used programming language, text mining is a widely
recognized AI technology used to structure databases and WMS is a software designed to support
and optimize warehouse functionality.
A series of three sessions focusing on the key concepts related to each of these were held. Mr
Yagnesh Jani, Business Intelligence and Data Analyst at John Deere and a Certified Python user,
hosted the session where introduction to Python and Libraries, growth areas, advantages, types of
objects and Data Analysis was covered. The session mainly emphasized on the usability of Python
Programming language in the real corporate world. The main purpose of the event was to deliver
the basic knowledge of various coding commands and their potential outcomes. Mr Jani, explained
the use of Python, as a high-level programming language, which allows us to focus on the core
functionality of the application by taking care of common programming tasks. Additionally,
visualization, what every manager in today's world is looking for, as we all know Data Analytics is all
about storytelling and the way we can convey unstructured data.

The session on Text Mining focused on Data Scrapping, Data Analysis (Data mining, Machine Learning)
and Job Board was delivered by Jiqing (Jessie) Bian, Data Entry Associate at Brock University ,SAS Base
Programming and Wall Street Prep Certified. A comprehensive delivery about the importance of data for
the company’s future growth, the job opportunities available for Data Analysts and the current situation
in the job market. Furthermore, methods for converting Unsupervised data to Supervised data and
Unstructured data to Structured data were covered with the help of few basic data analytical tools. This
practice enables companies to cut down on the time spent on reading large texts and literary extracts.
This means key resources can be found more rapidly and with great efficiency. It also allows users to
obtain new information that would otherwise be difficult to find.

The WMS, TMS and Advanced Excel Workshop was conducted by Mr Sunny Surana, Operations Analyst
at QRC Logistics and member of Beta Gamma Sigma. With inbound and outbound logistics as the main
topic of discussion this session was conducted to help create synergy and improve efficiency between
logistics and warehouse operations. TMS is defined as “a transportation control tower that gives you
real-time visibility of freight flows across all your operations,” by Michael Baumann, Vice President,
Transportation Management Center of Excellence at DHL Supply Chain. An introduction to use of WMS
and TMS alongside, tools and techniques to create efficient data sharing channels between the two
platforms concluded the workshop.
This trio tech series attended by over 100 students, sets tone to more such upcoming workshops and
events that GBC is always in look out to organize. Get more such first-hand experiences, via these
workshops to, real world challenges faced in business settings so don’t forget to attend ‘em all.

IVORY VAIL
Seventh of November, the magical day that marked the first snowfall of this
year. The day that also brought one of my cherished childhood memories
back to the surface. The special memory of me visiting my uncle’s vintage
library for the first time.
As my excited twelve-year-old eyes scanned his treasured collections on the
rosewood shelves, a particularly riveting title almost immediately demanded
their attention. And it was then that I first read the story that would
increasingly become a subject of fascination for me in the years to come.
The book was about Greek mythology and the story was about how the earth
enjoys bountiful harvests and meadows of wildflowers during the months
when Persephone pays a visit to her mother on earth. However, when the
time comes for Persephone to go back to Hades, to the Underworld, she
leaves behind her ivory cloak on earth in the form of winter.
And as I felt the snowflakes falling in my hair for the very first time on the
seventh of November, I was grateful that she left us with an early winter this
year. The delightfully dreamy snowflakes, each so unique and different from
the other, reminded me of us, humans. Over a seven billion of us creating an
enchanting diversity, in form and mind.
The snowflakes seemed to dazzle like moon luster because of the winter sun.
I looked up at him and wondered why he shared only his light but never his
warmth during the winters. There was something so wistful about the notion
that it would probably be many more months before he would stop rushing to
hide under the horizon not too long after noon.
With winter also came its determined companion, the purposeful
wind making its fierce existence known at all costs. She whispered and wailed
at night, gaining momentum at the speed of light. I had been warned many a
time to be wary of her for she had a force unlike any other. As I was easily
fascinated by all things magical and eerie, I looked forward to feeling her full
strength one day.
As I walked back home on the magical seventh of November, breathing out
icy fog like a snow dragon, I was greeted by two petite snow angels and an
amiable snowman with a missing nose from my neighbor’s yard. And as I
stepped over the threshold I was hugged from all sides by the warmth of the
hearth. I settled down on my soft rug with a cup of hot cocoa when I
remembered something. I got up and grabbed a carrot from
the kitchen counter went smiling out the front door.
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